1. This article is devoted to the theory in a Lebesque space L p (r, g) with a power weight Q of a singular integral operator (SIO) with a shift 
where P+ + P_ = I is the identity operator, P+ -P-= S is the singular integral operator with Cauchy kernel given by (S^XO = (*0 -1 J> -<)"V(r) dr, t <= r, r
W is the shift operator defined by {Wtp)(t) = yj[a(<)], a is an orientationpreserving diffeomorphism of a simple open oriented smooth curve r onto itself and at last G is a function or matrix-valued function (briefly MVF) on r.
The operator (1) is closely connected with the boundary value problem of Haseman: find a piecewise analytic function &(z) having a representation of it in the form of the Cauchy type integral with a density of class L p (r, Q) on the basis of the boundary condition (2) 4> + 
[a(t)] = G(t)<p-(t) + g(t), t £ T,
where !? ± (i) are angular limit values of the function D. A. Kveselava, N. P. Vekua, G. F. Mandzhavidze and B. V. Khvedelidze, I. B. Simonenko, L. I. Chibrikova, S. N. Antoncev and V. N. Monakhov studied the Haseman problem (2) under the various assumptions (see [1] ). On the basis of the investigations of Banach algebras of SIO with noncarleman shifts and ruled coefficients (that is uniform limits of step functions) V.G. Kravclienko and the author [2] , [3] obtained necessary and sufficient Noetherian conditions and a formula for computing the index of the operator (1). 
{arg G(t)} t^r is the Cauchy index of the invertible function G and E(x) is the integer part of a real number x.
Later the Noether theory of the operator (1) was constructed under more generalized conditions: for piecewise continuous matrix-valued coefficients, composite contours and piecewise smooth shifts (see [4] , [3] ).
The next step was calculation of defect numbers of the operator (1). This result was obtained jointly by A. V. Ajzenshtat, G. S. Litvinchuk and the author [5] , but under more strict conditions: r is a simple open Ljapunov curve and the derivative a' in addition satisfies a Holder condition. It is based on the next sewing theorem.
Let 9t be a set consisting from all curves 7, such that the operator S is bounded in all spaces L p (~f), 1 < p < 00. G. David [6] proved that JH = {7 : sup sup r -1 mes(7 fl {z : \z -i| < r}) < 00}. where
3=0
With problem (4) we associate a SIO
From the connection between problems (2) and (4) we can receive the following. THEOREM 3. The operators (1) and (5) 2. Let us consider the operator (1) with a coefficient G having points of discontinuity of semi-almost periodic type on a piecewise smooth contour r. At first in the space ££(K) we shall study SIO's. 
LEMMA 1. The mappings i/± :T ->T± defined on generators GI (MVF's G € SAP) and S = P+ -P-of the algebra <£ by the equalities v±(GI) = G±I, v ± {S) = S
are continued to homomorphisms of the algebra It onto the algebra (5; moreover It is clear that Lemma 1 and Theorems 4-5 are extended on algebras SIO's in Lp(r) with coefficients having semi-almost periodic type discontinuities.
In the case p = 2 Theorem 4 admits the strengthening.
THEOREM 6. If a MVFG £ SAP and the operator TQ orWG isn-normal (d-normal) in the space .¿2 (R), then the operators TQ ± and WG± are left (right) invertible in L^M.).
If n = 1, then Theorem 6 is valid for all p 6 (1,00) (see [10] , [11] ). The investigation of the Noether property of the operators (6)- (7) is closely connected with the study of a special form of factorization of almost periodic MVF's G±, which I. M. Spitkovskii factorization of almost periodic MVF's G±, which I.M. Spitkovskii and the author have called Pfactorization (see [8] , [12] ). The implications 6)=>-2)=>l) and 6)=S>4)=>3) are obvious. The equivalence 5)^6) was established in [13] with the use of the results from [14] . The implications 1)=>2) and 3) =>4) were proved in Theorem 4. It remains to prove the implications 2)=S>6) and 4)=>6), moreover only for n > 1, since in the case n = 1 they were established in [15] , [16] .
At first let p = 2. Then Wg = T~xTqT, where T is the isometry of ¿2 0&) onto itself. Hence in the case p = 2 it is sufficient to consider only the operator TqWe denote by B2 the Hilbert space of Besicovitch almost periodic functions, i.e. the supplement of the set of almost periodic polynomials f(x) = where x(A) = 1 for A > 0 and x(A) = 0 for A < 0. Let C(X) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting in a Banach space X. In parallels with the C*-algebra (S C (K)) generated by the operators P± and operators of multiplication by MVF's G G AP we consider the C*-algebras C,C C C(B%) generated, respectively, by operators V±,GI and P±,GI, where MVF's G G AP.
With the help of the theorem on an isomorphism of C*-algebras of operators with shifts established by the author in [17] we can prove the following.
THEOREM 8. The C*-algebras <5,C and C are isometrically
isomorphic.
COROLLARY 3. If a MVF G G AP, then the operators T g = P + + GP-G £(LJ(R)), T g = V+ + GV-G £{B%), f G = V+ + GP-G C{B%)
are invertible only simultaneously.
The following gives the implication 2)=>6) in Theorem 7 in the case p = 2. Theorem 7 implies also the following.
THEOREM 9. If a MVF G G APw and the operator T G is invertible in the space

COROLLARY 5. If a MVF G € APw is P-factorable with coincident partial P-indices, then all MVF's of class APw from a sufficiently small by the norm || • ||oo neighborhood of the MVF G are Pw-factorable with the same partial P-indices.
4. Now we consider the operators TQ and WQ with semi-almost periodic MVF G having almost periodic components G± € APw in the space Z£(R), 1 < p < oo.
If the operator To is Noetherian in R), then according to Theorem 4, the operators TQ ± are invertible in R). Then, in view of conditions G± € APw and Theorem 7, the Noether property of TQ implies Pw-factorability of MVF's G± with zero partial P-indices. A similar fact is correct for WG too. Hence from Theorem 3.2 in [8] and Theorem 2 in [12] we can obtain the following. (12)- (13) p' 1 is replaced by p~l + ¡5.
5. Now we get criteria for TQ with any G G SAP to be Noetherian or 7i(ef)-normal in the space R). As a result we get rid of the condition G± G APw• For this it is necessary to generalize a concept of P-factorability for MVF's G G AP.
We Similarly to Theorem 2.1 in [8] we obtain the following where C is defined by (11) . With a help of Theorems 13-14 we can prove the following. Theorem 13 implies also the following. 
